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Paceline
Be Extra Careful When
Crossing Wet Railroad
Tracks
well duh.
I’ve really enjoyed serving as club
president over the last four years, but
alas I’m being term limited out (whew.)
Special thanks to everyone who has

served on the board or as a club
officer with me. And to everyone else
that has made contributions to the
club, big and small, from editing the
newsletter to keeping the mileage log
to hosting the bonfire party to picking
up sandwiches for the New Rider
Callout. And to everyone who has
volunteered at the WRR; serving food,
riding mobile SAGs, moving port-apotties or any of the many other tasks
that help it all come together. And to
all of our ride leaders, you are the ones
that make it happen. And to everyone
continued on page 2

Annual Winter Banquet

Saturday, February 20, 2016 Lafayette Brewing Company - Upstairs
Social hour at 6 pm, Dinner at 7 pm, Awards and such follow dinner.
Food to be provided by club with beer available for purchase.
If you are bringing a non-member guest, the fee is $20 and the
guest gets free club membership for a year.

Club Officers • 2016
President

Howard Grabois

497-0144

Chris Yeomans

427-7290

Vice President
Secretary

Laura Furey
Treasurer

414 430-0459

Dennis Figueroa

237-7490

Board Members

Pat Boling
497-0144
Andrew Hirsch
463-1132
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Carol Moffett
463-6497
Tom Moffett
463-6497
Bob Mrzlack 574 583-4699

Paceline • Be Extra Careful When Crossing
Wet Railroad Tracks
continued from page 1

I’ve drafted, or who has drafted me and said thanks.
And to everyone who has said a kind word about my
(sometimes over the top) Paceline columns.
And remember, if you’ve had any reason to
complain about club governance during my time as
president, ZIGGY DID IT!

✺ Howard

Chair Officers
Membership

Dan Gadbery

497-1135

Andrew Hirsch

463-1132

Pat Boling

497-0144

Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Advocacy

Mileage Log

Kay Thompson
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor

Carol Moffett
Social Media

463-6497

Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster

Dave LeFevre
dlefevre@gmail.com
Calendar

Howard Grabois 497-0144

Ride Coordinators
Chair & Calendar
A (19+ mph)

Chris Yeomans

427-7290

Kevin Johnston

583-0739

Pat Boling

497-0144

Tom Moffett

463-6497

Gary Brouillard

742-7794

Mark Levinthal

497-7155

James Gross

366-4819

Kevin Luse

870-7808

B (17-19 mph)

C (15–17 mph)

D (13–15 mph)
E (11–13 mph)

M Power Yoga

Novice (less than 11 mph)
MTB & Gravel Road
Touring & Camping
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R & D Computer Repair
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And A Big Thanks to Howard for All He has Done!
Thank you for spending so much of your time in the last 4 years to make our bike club run
so well. Thank you for presiding over the board meetings, for organizing everything for the
banquet, for doing our calendar on-line, for doing everything to get our 1,000 mile t-shirts, and
for all your work on the Wabash River Ride. Your list of duties for the WRR is long and mostly
behind the scene: setting up and managing on-line registration, setting up mailchimp for
e-mail blasts and blasting e-mails, coordinating with our charity partner, Food Finders Food
Bank, setting up and managing the ride day benefits, applying for and administering the grant
from Visit Lafayette for out of town publicity, setting up and managing google adwords for out
of town publicity, taking care of all the printing, stuffing envelopes with flyers and mailing them
to out of town bike shops, ordering t-shirts, and looking for and choosing bands to play at
Cicott Park.
And last but not least, thank you Howard for keeping us entertained with your clever and
humorous Pacelines.

Cheers!

George Acosta, new member of the WRCC,
says he rides in all weather - January snow
days not being an exception.
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Corinne Alexander
Our dear friend and long-time bike club member,
Corinne Alexander, passed away in January. She
will be greatly missed. It was always fun to talk
to Corinne as we pedaled the roads. She was so
interesting. Below is a piece written by Jim Snell.
Today, I’ve been ‘punched in the gut’ by the news of
the death of one of our bicycle club members. She was
incredibly intelligent, young, strong, happy, and doing
things that made a real difference for the people in this
World, both here and especially abroad.
Now, after a few hours of contemplation, I have realized
something that had not crossed my mind until today. - My
bicycle club friends are a little different than normal friends.
I know that we mostly do not socialize in the ways that are
typical, other than the bicycles, maybe we don’t have a lot
in common, and our interests are varied, our ages are varied,
our occupations are varied, we maybe don’t go out to dinner
or parties, or holiday revelry like many types of friendships.
When we are pedaling along, hour after hour, side-by-side,
encouraging each other as we struggle on a hill or while riding into the wind, we talk about all kinds
of things. Perhaps we don’t realize that we have spent hundreds of hours together over the years, and
hundreds of miles together, pedaling along at 15 mph, sometimes even in the pouring rain. We never
argue, we talk about anything and everything. Interesting conversations about the things going on in the
world, the city, the family, work, the bicycles, what we want to achieve.
Maybe we don’t realize how well we really know each other? Perhaps we know some of our bicycle
club friends better than the people we work with every day, or people we know outside of the club?
I knew Corinne only from sharing the road and the wind and the hills, but I do know that she was
the real McCoy. Her smile, her determination, her enthusiasm, I know very well. She will be missed by
many. RIP Corinne
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Memorial Fund
Dear All,
We all miss Corinne Alexander more than can be expressed. Thank you to all of you for your
outpourings of sympathy to Corinne’s family and our department. During her family’s visit to campus
last week, the idea of a memorial fund in Corinne’s honor was discussed. Her family is very supportive
of such an effort and encouraged us to pursue it. At present, the specific use of the fund is not defined
although there is an idea forming which would honor Corinne’s commitment to the Land Grant mission
of impactful research, teaching, and extension. I think this is entirely fitting because Corinne herself
was so committed to excellence in all three areas. Honoring Corinne in this way will help us meet our
commitment to carry on with the great work that she has begun at Purdue and will also create a lasting
memory of her impact and joy for life. Please join me in contributing to the Corinne E.N. Alexander
Memorial Fund. You may send checks directly to me at the address below with a directive that your
contribution, payable to Purdue Foundation, be added to this memorial fund or you can contribute
online. As always your support, both material and moral, is greatly appreciated by Purdue’s Department
of Agricultural Economics.
I know that many of you were contacted by individuals outside of Purdue asking if there was a way
in which they could help memorialize Corinne and her accomplishments. Feel free to share the message
above with them as you see fit, as well as, contribute to the fund established in her honor.
Sincerely,
Ken
Dr. Ken Foster, PhD
Department Head and Professor | Department of Agricultural Economics | Purdue University
Krannert Building | Room 653 | 403 W. State St. | West Lafayette, IN 47907-2056
Phone: 765 494-4191 | Email: kfoster@purdue.edu | Website: www.agecon.purdue.edu

WRCC Contribution to the Corinne E. N. Alexander Memorial Fund
At the January WRCC Board Meeting, a
donation to the Corinne E. N. Alexander
Memorial Fund of $250 from club funds
was approved . To this amount, personal
donations from club members will be added.
If you would like to make a donation to the
Memorial Fund through the WRCC, please
give your check to Dennis Figueroa at the
banquet on February 20 or mail a check to
him at 3346 Cinnabar St., West Lafayette, IN
47906.
Checks should be made out to Wabash River
Cycle Club with a notation on the check that
it is for the Corinne E. N. Alexander Memorial
Fund.
Wabash River Cycle Club Newsletter • February 2016
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Visiting Greg Smith in Houston
Craig and Sandy headed to Houston to spend some RAAM training time with Greg Smith.
They had some wonderful warm weather riding from January 15 to January 18.

Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company
on the Levee
Your local source for
everything cycling & fitness
Affiations

Adventure Cycling Association
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Spin Smarter: 9 Ways to
Maximize Your Ride
Expert tips to check your form,
blast more fat, and stay injuryfree
From Shape Magazine
by Jessica Smith

Arrive 10 minutes before class begins, especially
if it’s your first time. It takes a few minutes to
properly fit your bike (more on that later), and
a bad set up is both incredibly uncomfortable
and ups your injury risk, says Alex Figueroa, a
certified cycling instructor, personal trainer, and
triathlon coach in the Boston area. The extra prep
time gives you the chance to ask your instructor
for help if you need it and still be ready for the
full warm-up, which is just as important as any
other part of the ride, Figueroa says.
And don’t be tempted to slip out during the
cool-down—stay for the entire class! In fact,
stick around for a few minutes after the class to
alleviate and prevent any pain often caused by
holding a forward bend (like you do for the entire
ride). Try this move from Dr. Yoav Surprun, DPT,
a McKenzie physical therapist at Sobe Spine in
Miami Beach: Stand tall with your feet hip-width
apart. Create as large of a hollow, or sway, in the
small of your back as possible by tilting your
pelvis (as if pushing the belly button forward),
hold the tilt for 2 or 3 seconds, and then relax. Do
this 15 to 20 times.
Even if you’ve been cycling for years, things
like padded shorts, new cycling shoes, or even
certain muscle groups becoming more flexible
can alter bike fit, says Caroline Dawson, a master
instructor for Spinning in New York City. For
optimal performance, stand to the left of the bike
and adjust the saddle and handlebars to hip height.
Next, bend your right arm 90 degrees, form a fist,
and place it at the center of the handlebars, (the

part closest to the seat); move the seat forward or
back until it touches your elbow.
Finally, check your work: Sitting in the saddle
with your leg extended downward, your knee
should have only a slight bend (about a 25- to
35-degree angle). “You want a fairly extended leg
so you are not pedaling all squished up for more
power and so the knees are happier,” Dawson
says. When both pedals are parallel to the ground,
your front knee should be directly above the
center of the pedal. If it’s not, you need to slide
your seat forward or back until your body is in
proper alignment.
Throughout your ride, check for any excess
pressure on your wrists or in your hands and
if necessary, shift your weight back to where
it belongs in your legs, says certified cycling
instructor Paul Katami. Qualities of a good
cycling posture include: hinging forward at the
hips slightly, little pressure on the back, knees,
and wrists, and minimal rounding of your back
and shoulders.
During standing positions, make sure your
hips are above your pedal stroke, Katami says.
If you find yourself leaning into the handlebars
(especially when pedaling out of the saddle), sit
back into the saddle for a few seconds to recharge
and realign your body.
continued on page 8
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Spin Smarter: 9 Ways to Maximize Your Ride
continued from page 7

The group energy and dynamic of a cycling
class can make it feel like a competitive sport,
but its important to remember that it’s not the
Tour de France and you shouldn’t feel pressured
to outperform your classmates. Make the ride
your own by setting reasonable expectations and
sticking with them, Dawson says. “Make today’s
ride about your fitness level and body’s needs for
today. Balancing your performance on the bike
will help you adhere to a cycling program for
longer and get you more results.”
Sneakers and capris are fine for your first few
classes, but if you want to make cycling part of
your regular routine (say, at least once a week),
you may want to invest in cycling shoes and
padded shorts, Figueroa says.
Basic shorts range in price from $20 to $100
depending on the brand, but any pair that fits you
well will help reduce discomfort. Cycling shoes
clip into the pedals to prevent slipping and give
you more power. They also have a solid bottom
that doesn’t flex, which is what you want when
your feet are constantly pushing into pedals for
45 minutes to an hour, Figueroa says. High-tech
designs and weather-proofing can drive prices up,
but you don’t need those fancy features if you’re
only taking a few indoor cycling classes a week.
Look for a basic shoe that fits well—the sales staff
can help fit you properly.
If you’re still deciding if cycling is for you,
wear a stiff-soled sneaker and place your feet
where they’re comfortable (avoid shoving your
foot all the way into the end of the toe cage).
When the instructor tells you to add resistance,
don’t just reach for the knob and fake it. You’re
not fooling anyone, but more importantly, riding
without enough resistance can wear on your joints
and cause injuries (and a lot of discomfort) if
you’re bouncing up and down in the saddle. “It’s
easy to see in a class when someone isn’t able to
create a smooth circular motion in their legs and
they “bottom out,” creating a sewing machine
look versus and nice circular pedal stroke,”
Katami says.
Figueroa agrees. “The bike will pull by the
bone, but muscle pushes the bike,” he says. In
order to push the bike properly, it needs to be
8
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in the proper gear, which happens by actively
using your resistance knob. Remember that your
primary focus shouldn’t be how fast you can spin
your wheel, but your overall power output on the
bike, Figueroa says. Power output is determined
by your gear and your cadence (also known
as revolutions per minute, RPM). “Focus on
increasing your power output and maintaining it
during the ride,” he says.
Using more resistance will not make your
thighs bigger. Cycling is a cardiovascular activity,
not a strength builder. “In order for an exercise
to be considered a strengh-building activity,
it requires working the muscles to complete
fatigue,” says Amy Dixon, a celebrity trainer
and exercise physiologist. In other words, you
would need to put enough resistance on the bike
to completely fatigue your legs in 6-8 revolutions.
The right amount of resistance can make the
difference between a great workout and just
spinning your wheels.
To avoid using your thigh muscles (quads)
too much, focus on keeping your weight back in
your hips and avoid pointing your toes as you
pedal, Figueroa says. By pressing through with
a flat foot, you’ll help maximize engagement of
your glutes and hips and reduce the pressure on
your quads and knee joints. Think of pulling your
toes upwards as you pedal so that they’re slightly
above the heel (if you haven’t done it before, it
might feel like your feet are flexed).
Tracking your cadence, RPM, can help you
guide your ride and provide instant feedback on
your performance. If your RPM is extremely low
(especially during an intense climb), you probably
won’t last long and should consider lowering your
resistance, Figueroa says. Conversely, if you’re
going faster than 120 RPM, there’s not enough
resistance for you to be pushing the bike—the
bike is pushing you. Make sure you have enough
resistance to maintain control.
Think back to the last time you rode a bike
outdoors—it’s pretty tough to move super fast. By
using the resistance to create your “terrain,” your
indoor ride more closely mimics a road riding
experience where you’d hardly ever go above 100
RPM, Figueroa says.
Wabash River Cycle Club Newsletter • February 2016

If your bike doesn’t have a cadence computer
on the console, you can figure it out by counting
your pedal strokes for six seconds and then
multiplying by 10. Sixty to 80 RPM is a good
general range for climbs, and for seated or
standing runs, aim for 90 to 110 RPM, Figueroa
says.
Standing positions during your ride should
be as close to your perfect seated position
as possible. “Don’t stand and lean forward,”
Figueroa says. “As soon as you come forward, all
the work goes into your knee joint, which doesn’t
allow the power of your muscles in the hip joint to
take over.” When you stand, you should still feel
the nose of the saddle bumping against the back of
the inner thighs, he explains.
The two standing positions you’ll use:
Standing run: Many riders mistakenly focus on
speed in this position and end up bouncing up and
down, Figueroa says. “Hold your body steady and
focus on equally pushing down and pulling up,
working through a solid core.”
Standing climb: Since this position requires
much heavier resistance, your body weight needs
to change, Figueroa says. “In outdoor cycling,
you would actually tilt the handlebars to the
side, so in this case, shift your body weight over
each individual down stroke of the pedal… The
further back your weight is, the more you’ll use
the muscles in your hips—every pedal stroke is a
single-leg squat.”

Spinning Hydration 101
from Spinning.com

What do you need for Spinning class? Water.
Exercising indoors decreases your body’s
ability to cool itself down through convection
(air flowing over the body), which means you
sweat more—and that sweat stays on your
skin, creating a sauna-like environment. To
replenish the water that your body is losing,
stabilize your core temperature and help pump
blood to those hard-working muscles, you need
to hydrate, hydrate, hydrate!
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“Seventy-five percent of the energy your body
produces is converted to heat rather than helping
your muscles power through each pedal stroke,”
says Edmund Burke, Ph.D., coach of the 1980 and
1984 U.S. Olympic cycling teams. “Keeping your
body cool and rehydrated while training indoors
will enable you to train with greater efficiency and
concentration.”
Not thirsty? You can’t trust yourself when it
comes to hydration. By the time you feel thirsty,
your body may already be experiencing the
effects of too little H2O. Besides limiting your
energy and performance, dehydration can also
cause muscle cramps, nausea, dizziness and heat
exhaustion. To avoid these problems, drink often
and drink plenty. The following guidelines will
help ensure that you’re getting enough:
		
» For a 40-minute indoor cycling session,
drink at least 40 oz. of fluid: 8 oz. within 30
minutes before class, 24 oz. during class (the
average water bottle holds 16-24 oz.) and 8 oz.
within 30 minutes after class.
		
» Look for energy drinks that are seven
percent carbohydrate or less. They provide the
same hydration benefits as plain water. Most
sweetened fruit juices, sodas and commercial
sports drinks have a higher sugar content, but this
delays the gastric emptying process and makes
them ineffective hydration sources. Finally, avoid
caffeine and alcohol before a workout; they’re
diuretics and can actually dehydrate you.
		
» Check your urine. It should be clear.
Dark or cloudy urine can indicate you’re
dehydrated.
		
» Watch your weight. Weigh yourself
before and after exercise; you should weigh the
same. Any weight lost during exercise is water
(from sweat) and you should be replacing that
continuously.
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Out-of-Town Rides

Mark Your
Calendars

Don’t forget to check out our webpage for
Out-of-Town Rides. You can get to it with
the click of a button, located on the bar
directly underneath our Club Calendar.
There you’ll find a list of rides in Indiana,
neighboring states, and beyond. Road
rides, gravel road rides, any kind of ride
that folks are interested in is included.
Most of them are rides that WRCC
members have done in the past, or plan
on riding this year. Wherever possible
you’ll be able to click on the ride to go to
its website for more information.

Time to plan your 2016
out-of-town rides

If you are planning on a ride that isn’t
included, you can add it easily. Just click
on the “Report an Out-of-Town Ride”
button and fill out the form. If you would
like to be the ride coordinator for any Outof -Town Ride you can click on the same
button and add your name as the ride’s
coordinator.

You can earn club miles for
participating in major rides during
the season. In order for the ride to
qualify, a member needs to volunteer
to be ride coordinator for the event.
The ride coordinator serves as the
primary contact for ride information,
helps organize the venture, and
collects a list of mileage ridden by
WRCC participants.

Registration tips
Many of these events have limited numbers
and discounts for early registration. Check the
websites NOW for any rides that interest you.

Friday, April 22, 2016 The Redbud Warm-Up Ride
Saturday, April 23, 2016 The Redbud Ride
Sunday, April 24, 2016 Redbud Recover Ride

There are three days of possible
riding. Sunday is FREE!

Redbud Ride
Registration before Feb. 15 - $35
Registration after Feb. 15 - $40
Registration before Feb.15
for both Friday & Saturday - $55
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Subaru CASA Cycling Challenge
August 13 - 14, 2016

Raising funds to
support the abused
and neglected
children of
Tippecanoe County
The Subaru CASA Cycling Challenge
allows individuals and teams to test their
endurance over a 24-hour period while
raising funds for children in need. It will
be held rain or shine beginning at 10
AM Aug. 13 and concluding at 10 AM
Aug. 14, 2016. Electronic lap-counting
and timing services will be provided by
Sportstats, with additional results and
large monitors.
The event is hosted by Subaru of
America, Inc. and Subaru of Indiana
Automotive, Inc. at its 2-mile test track
in Lafayette. The track is part of Subaru’s
Backyard Wildlife Habitat and will provide
a wonderful environment for the event,
with no motorized traffic, no loose gravel,
no potholes or many of the other hazards
associated with a ride over public roads.
The 2016 event is limited to the first
50 individual riders and the first 50 teams
to register. Teams may have as few as 2
people, but no more than 12.
For individual riders it is a race against
the clock to see if you can reach your
personal mileage goal. The three men
and three women accumulating the most
miles in 24 hours will be recognized at
a brief awards ceremony at the track
immediately after the ride concludes. For
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teams, the ride is
like a relay, with
only one member
of a team on the
track at a time.
The three teams
with the most
miles will also be
recognized for
their efforts.
Virtual riders can participate even if
they are out of town during the challenge,
prefer to ride a stationery bike, ride
another time, or not ride at all. Virtual
riders can ride when or where they want,
collect donations from friends and family,
or just support the cause. You can even
have a team of virtual riders – how about
your spin class?
The registration fee includes a
T-shirt for each individual rider, virtual
rider, or team member; one ankle strap
for each individual or team (only one
team bike may be on the track at any
given time, so teams will share one ankle
strap); and food and drink at our 24hour SAG stop. Additional fundraising
is encouraged, but not required. The
top three individual and top three team
fundraisers will be named at the awards
ceremony. The top individual and team
will be recognized on a traveling trophy.
The Subaru CASA Cycling Challenge
benefits the CASAs for Kids Fund.
This fund supports the Court Appointed
Special Advocate (CASA) program in its
efforts to enrich the lives of abused
and neglected children in Tippecanoe
County.
For further information, email
questions to casaride2011@gmail.com.
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Banquet Awards
Don’t forget your fun awards; Howard can present them,
or you can think them up and hand them out yourself.
Don’t forget social hour starts at 6 pm.

✂

WRCC Membership Form

Name		

Date

1. Return form & dues to:

Zip

Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

Address
City
Telephone (

State
)

Occupation

2. You may also pay your
dues conveniently and
securely with PayPal at
the WRCC Web site:

E-mail
Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.
Type of Membership

Average Speed

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

❏ I am willing to lead rides.

❏ Student. ................... $15
❏ Individual.................$20
❏ Family....................... $25

❏ 19–21+...........................A
❏ 17–19. ............................ B
❏ 15–17............................. C
❏ 13–15............................. D
❏ 11–13. .............................E
❏ 11 & under. ......Novice

Cycling Type

❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

www.wrcc-in.org
Check all
that apply.

T-Shirt Size

❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana?
May we publish your name in our directory?

Yes ❏ No ❏
Yes ❏ No ❏

